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Orolia Unveils M-Code Enabled Mobile Timing & Sync Solutions
Flexible, Resilient PNT for Every Military Environment

Rochester, NY, Nov. 12, 2020 – Orolia, the world leader in Resilient Positioning, Navigation and Timing
(PNT), through its Orolia Defense & Security business, has announced the availability of M-Code Military
GPS receivers in its Resilient PNT products and solutions, including M-Code enabled mobile mission
timing and synchronization platforms.
M-Code capabilities further enhance Orolia’s Versa mobile PNT platform for rugged, small SWaP-C
requirements and Orolia’s flagship SecureSync® resilient time and frequency reference solution - the
first Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) approved time server.
M-Code is a military signal used in the L1 and L2 GPS bands and is required by Congressional mandate
for Department of Defense (DoD) military operations. It is designed to enhance positioning, navigation,
and timing capabilities and improved resistance to existing and emerging GPS threats, such as jamming
and spoofing. M-Code offers several operational benefits, including a higher-power signal that offers
improved resistance to jamming and interference; advanced security features to prevent unauthorized
access or exploitation; and improved message formats and signal modulation techniques for faster and
more accurate performance.
“As threats against GPS increase, military forces will need M-Code capabilities on mobile PNT systems to
ensure continuous operations wherever they go,” said Hironori Sasaki, President of Orolia Defense &
Security. “Orolia is proud to continue to support Department of Defense initiatives to ensure that
warfighters have the most secure, reliable and accurate positioning, timing and synchronization
solutions in any environment.”
From resilient PNT solutions to GPS/GNSS simulation, interference detection and mitigation, Orolia is
the industry leader in end-to-end NAVWAR and Resilient PNT solutions to protect, augment and
strengthen military systems for GPS-denied environments.
About Orolia Defense & Security
Orolia Defense & Security provides Resilient PNT solutions and custom engineering services to U.S.
Government agencies, defense organizations, and their contractors. Orolia Defense & Security is
authorized to work on the full spectrum of U.S. Government classified and unclassified projects, in
addition to supporting strategic partnerships for key defense PNT technologies. www.OroliaDS.com
Orolia Defense & Security operates as a proxy-regulated company and wholly owned subsidiary of
Orolia, the world leader in Resilient PNT solutions for military and commercial applications worldwide.
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